We report the discovery of an Ultra Compact Dwarf (UCD) associated with the Sombrero galaxy (M104). This is the closest massive UCD known and the first spectroscopically verified massive UCD which is located in a low density environment.
INTRODUCTION
Ultra Compact Dwarfs (UCDs) are compact stellar systems that are more luminous than typical globular clusters (GCs). They were discovered in the cores of galaxy clusters (Hilker et al. 1999; Drinkwater et al. 2000) . They have properties intermediate between globular clusters (GCs) and dwarf ellipticals (dEs) and may represent a transitional population between the two (Haşegan et al 2005) . The four main hypotheses for UCD formation are: 1) extra luminous GCs (Mieske et al. 2002) 2) the products of the merger of super star clusters (Fellhauer & Kroupa 2002) ; 3) the stripped nuclei of dwarf ellipticals ) and 4) primordial dwarf galaxies (Drinkwater et al. 2004) . The recent work of Forbes et al. (2008) and references therein indicate that UCDs share many of the properties of massive star clusters.
As the UCDs identified so far reside mainly in clusters, the cluster environment is thought to be important in UCD formation. Clearly the discovery of UCDs in isolated environments or associated with individual galaxies will provide challenges to any hypothesis that requires a cluster environment. Evstigneeva et al. (2007a) found 1 definite and 4 possible UCD candidates in a photometric search in 6 galaxy groups. All of these are intergalactic and not associated with any particular galaxy. Mieske, West & Mendes de Oliveira (2007) searched for UCDs photometrically in the NGC 1023 group (D = 11 Mpc) yielding 21 candidates, which have not been spectroscopically confirmed. Perhaps the most promising candidate so far has been the brightest globular cluster HCH99-18 (Rejkuba et al. 2007 ) of NGC 5128 (Cen A; D = 3.8 Mpc), which has a mass of 1.1 × 10 7 M ). Here we present HST/ACS and Keck/DEIMOS and Keck/LRIS observations to establish the association between a massive UCD with the Sombrero galaxy, which is located in a low density environment. We adopt a Sombrero distance of 9.0 Mpc (Spitler et al. 2006) ; parameters from Figure 1 . Left: V-band HST/ACS image of the UCD. An error circle of 0.1 " radius (di Stefano et al. 2003) for the X-ray position is marked by the red circle. The scale bar is 2 " . Right: Digital Sky Survey image showing the location of SUCD1 (square) with respect to the Sombrero. The scale bar is 1 . North is up and East is left on both images. Note the box on the right image is larger than the area covered by the left image.
the literature have been automatically converted to this system.
UCD IDENTIFICATION AND KINEMATIC PARAMETERS
A mosaic of HST/ACS images of the Sombrero galaxy in the F435W (B), F555W (V) and F625W (R) bands were taken as part of the Hubble Heritage program. Spitler et al. (2006) have presented photometry of the Sombrero GC system based on this data. We identified a candidate UCD based on its angular size (FWHM ∼ 0.15 " ), apparent magnitude (V = 17.46) and colour (B − V = 0.91). It is 1.2 magnitudes brighter than the brightest Sombrero GCs in the V band (Spitler et al. 2006 ). An image of the UCD, as well as its location 3 (7.9 kpc) South of the Sombrero, is shown in Fig. 1 . The observed properties of the UCD, which we name SUCD1, are summarised in Table 1. A spectrum of SUCD1 was taken in 2006 April using the DEIMOS instrument on the Keck telescope, with 12037 seconds exposure, GG400 order blocking filter, 0.8 " slit width and the 900 lines/mm grating. The spectral range is 5500-7250Å and the resolution is ∼ 0.9Å or 51 km s −1 in sigma. The spectrum is plotted in Fig. 2 . A lower resolution spectrum (∼ 1.2Å or 74 km s −1 in sigma) was taken using with the blue arm of the LRIS instrument in 2008 April. A total of 1800 seconds exposure was taken, with 1.0 " slit width and the 600/4000 grism. The spectral range is 3600-5600Å.
The recession velocity and velocity dispersion were measured from the DEIMOS spectrum using a direct fitting program pixfitgau, described in van der Marel & Franx (1993) . The region containing the NaI line at 5890Å was excluded from the fits since it is affected by interstellar absorption. Four template star spectra taken with DEIMOS were available for the modelling. We find that no single star gives the best fit for the entire spectrum, and that the best-fit template changes with wavelength. We therefore performed the spectral fitting separately on 3 separate ranges corresponding to 5520-5890Å, 5960-6310Å, 6310-6700Å. For each region, the best fitting parameters are taken for the broadened template which gives the least χ 2 between the model and the data. We find that this method works well and the fits are displayed in Fig. 2 . The final parameters are taken as the average obtained from the 3 regions, with the standard deviation taken as the error.
The measured heliocentric recession velocity v helio of 1293.1±9.5 km s −1 confirms SUCD1's association with Sombrero, since the recession velocity of the latter is 1024 ± 5 km s −1 (Smith et al. 2000) . Bridges et al. (2007) found a dispersion of 233 ± 20 km s −1 in the GC population within 5 radius. Given that SUCD1 is ∼ 3 from the Sombrero, its relative velocity of 269 ± 11 km s −1 is slightly larger than one standard deviation of the GC velocity distribution.
The measured internal velocity dispersion σ is 25.0 ± 5.6 km s −1 , similar to other UCDs Haşegan et al. 2005; Evstigneeva et al. 2007b; Hilker et al 2007) . This is backed up by our Monte Carlo simulations which show that velocity dispersions as low as 4 km s −1 can be measured without significant bias (see also Bedregal 2006) . We also measured the recession velocity from the LRIS spectrum with a cross-correlation program fxcor (Tonry & Davis 1979) , and obtained 1305.0 ± 9.1 km s −1 . The agreement between instruments and techniques is reassuring.
STELLAR POPULATIONS
The wavelength range of 4300-6300Å covered by the LRIS spectrum includes 16 Lick/IDS indices (Worthey et al. 1994) . The indices were used to derive luminosity-weighted log (age), iron abundance [F e/H] and α-abundance ratio [α/F e] using the method described in Proctor & Sansom (2002) . The extraction aperture is 44 × 72 pc. Thomas et al. (2003) SSP models and Trager et al. (1998) index definitions have been adopted. The measured log (age), [F e/H] and [α/F e] are 1.10 ± 0.03 dex (12.6 Gyrs), −0.082 ± 0.081 dex and 0.06 ± 0.07 dex respectively. These are consistent with the values gleaned from photometric colour-colour analysis of very metal-rich GCs Proctor et al. 2008; Norris et al. 2008) . It is generally consistent with UCDs of similar mass or luminosity (e.g. Evstigneeva et al. 2007b; Chilingarian & Mamon 2008; Dabringhausen, Hilker & Kroupa 2008 . It is higher than dE nuclei which have [F e/H] ∼ −0.3±0.1 dex in the Virgo cluster (Geha et al. 2003) , or ∼ −1.4 ± 0.2 dex in the Fornax cluster (Mieske et al. 2006 ). SUCD1's age is comparable to those of very metal-rich GCs and some Virgo UCDs, but is higher than the average age of 5 ± 3 Gyr for Virgo dE nuclei.
PHOTOMETRIC PROPERTIES
We have also carried out profile fitting using the equilibrium dynamical models of King (1966) and Wilson (1975) in the form described by McLaughlin & van der Marel (2005) , convolved with the PSF in each case. STSDAS/ELLIPSE was used to measure the surface brightness of SUCD1 out to large radii, and the two nearest moderately bright stars were used to define the PSF in each of B, V, R bands. The observed profiles are shown in Figure 3 . In all three cases SUCD1 was found to be quite round (e ∼ < 0.05) and so the assumption of a one-dimensional circularly symmetric profile for the convolved fits is reasonable. The technique is described in McLaughlin et al. (2008) .
The best-fitting Wilson-type models are in every case far superior to the King-type models. The reasons for this are well described in McLaughlin & van der Marel (2005) and McLaughlin et al. (2008) , but are due essentially to the different assumption the Wilson model makes to treat the stars near the escape energy, leading to a larger envelope and larger formal tidal radius. The solutions from the three filters are entirely self-consistent, giving Wilson parameters of central potential W0 = 8.9, concentration c = 3.329, and scale radius r0 = 0.57 pc. The equivalent projected half-light radius r h (of the intrinsic profile after deconvolution) found from direct integration of the intrinsic surface brightness curve is 14.7 ± 1.4 pc. We do not find any substructure or tidal tails in the residual image.
SUCD1's colour profiles are also plotted in Fig. 3 . The stellar population analysis above predicts 1.61, 1.01 and 0.69 for B − R, B − V and V − R respectively. The measured colours in this work agree with the predictions to within 0.1 mag. The lack of colour gradients is largely consistent with the findings for other UCDs (Evstigneeva et al. 2008) , and suggests that the stellar population is largely uniform out to ∼ 50 pc, i.e. SUCD1 is globally old with slightly subsolar metallicities and near solar α element ratio.
MASS AND MASS-TO-LIGHT RATIO
To convert the measured σ to σ0, the central value, we use the conversion factor σ0/σ = 1.24 calculated by Hilker et al. (2007) who modelled 5 Fornax UCDs. What is important in this conversion is ratio of the slit width to r h . By coincidence this quantity is the same for SUCD1 as for the UCDs in the Hilker et al. sample. Thus we calculate σ0 = 31.0 ± 6.9 km s −1 . In Fig. 4 we show the location of SUCD1 with respect to other UCDs, dE,N nuclei, GCs and massive star clusters in terms of their σ 2 0 r h (a measure of dynamical mass) versus their K-band magnitude (a good proxy for stellar mass). SUCD1 falls in the location of other UCDs and the continuation of the massive GC trend.
Assuming a Kroupa IMF, the stellar mass calculated from the K-band luminosity (using M/LK = 1.65 from the stellar population analysis), is 3.6×10 7 M , while that from the V-band (using M/LV = 4.36) is 3.0 × 10 7 M . The virial mass M virial = C × σ 2 0 r h /G, where G is the universal gravitational constant, and C = 10 is the virial coefficient (for more details see Forbes et al. 2008) . Using the σ0 calculated above, and r h = 14.7 ± 1.4 pc, we calculate M virial = 3.3 ± 1.7 × 10 7 M . This agrees with those derived from the stellar populations. The resulting dynamical M/LV = 4.7 ± 2.4 is similar to those of UCDs ) and massive GCs (McLaughlin et al. 2008) , and follows the trend of increasing M/L with mass. These results suggest that SUCD1 is not heavily dark matter dominated (e.g. Dabringhausen et al. 2008; Forbes et al. 2008 ), nor does it require an exotic IMF (Mieske & Kroupa 2008; Murray 2008) , and it has not been strongly influenced by the host galaxy (Fellhauer & Kroupa 2006) .
X-RAY DETECTION
SUCD1 is detected in X-rays with Chandra by di Stefano et al. (2003) and Li, Wang & Hameed (2007) , with IDs X95 and XA-143 respectively. di Stefano et al. identified X-ray counterparts using a list of Sombrero GCs known at that time, and listed SUCD1 as a star with LX (0.3-0.7 keV) of 0.56 × 10 38 erg s −1 . The X-ray position is 0.7 " (31 pc) from the centre of SUCD1. The two nearest stars are 2.7 " and 5.4
" from the X-ray position and can be ruled out as the source of the X-ray emission at the 9σ level.
SUCD1 is arguably the first bona fide UCD detected in the X-ray. Hempel et al. (2007) found an optically bright X-ray source in the proximity of the field galaxy NGC 3585 (ID 18), with LX ∼ 0.84 × 10 38 erg s −1 and B − K = 3.79 mag. Lacking spectroscopic confirmation, if indeed it is at the distance of NGC 3585, this object will have MK = −14.8 mag, similar to SUCD1. identified X-ray counterparts of Fornax compact stellar systems up to MV ∼ > −11.1 mag, the arbitrary 'boundary' between GCs and UCDs (Haşegan et al. 2005; Mieske et al. 2006) . With MV = −12.3 mag (MK = −15.1 mag), SUCD1 is firmly in the UCD regime. Its LX is similar to those of Low-Mass X-ray Binaries (LMXBs) in GCs , and about 1.5 dex lower than that of the most X-ray luminous GCs. This is consistent with the finding that, in general, X-ray luminous GCs tend to be massive, but the brightest X-ray source is not necessarily the most massive GC. The preference of LMXBs to be located in metal-rich GCs (Jordán et al. 2004; Woodley et al. 2008 ) is thought to be due to an increased number of neutron stars per unit mass.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The observations reported here establish SUCD1 as a bona fide UCD (MV = −12.31, r h = 14.7 pc) associated with the Sombrero galaxy. Sombrero is in a low-density environment, and is listed as either an isolated galaxy or the dominant member of a small group in the literature, depending on the group-finding algorithm adopted. The close association of SUCD1 with a relatively isolated galaxy suggests that some UCDs are formed in low-density environments.
However our findings do not favor a recently stripped dwarf origin. Although simulations of a dwarf galaxy being tidally stripped as it orbits the Milky Way are able to produce objects which look like ω Cen (Bekki & Freeman 2003) , the failure to find any tidal extension or tails rules out that SUCD1 is the nucleus of a recently stripped dwarf. If SUCD1 is the nucleus of a stripped dwarf, the stripping must have happened very early on. SUCD1's stellar populations are also somewhat incompatible with those of currently studied dE nuclei which tend to be younger on average.
Our findings favor a massive metal-rich GC scenario. SUCD1's velocity and location with respect to Sombrero are consistent with it being part of its GC system. The M/L, old age and near-solar metallicity of SUCD1 are similar to very metal-rich GCs. SUCD1's photometric properties are also consistent with the average properties of the Sombrero metal-rich GC subpopulation . The first discovery of X-ray emission in a spectroscopically confirmed UCD and its agreement with LMXBs in GCs also supports the GC association, although it is possible that LMXBs also exist in dE nuclei. Our M/L finding suggests that SUCD1 is largely consistent with a purely stellar population and is not heavily dark mater dominated, in agreement with the finding for some UCDs by other works (Hilker et al. 2007; Dabringhausen, Hilker & Kroupa 2008; Forbes et al. 2008) . We note that SUCD1 is 1.2 mag brighter in the V band than the next brightest Sombrero GC, which may argue that SUCD1 is not part of the GC system. However it is unclear whether this is due to low number statistics or incompleteness due to the limited ACS FOV coverage.
High-resolution cosmological simulations predict that, if GCs were formed in the cores of supergiant molecular clouds at high-redshifts, then the maximum GC mass should correlate with the mass of its host galaxy (Kravtsov & Gnedin 2005) . To explore the possibility that SUCD1 is just a very massive GC formed during the formation of the Sombrero galaxy, we use equation 8 of Kravtsov & Gnedin (2005) to calculate the mass of the most massive star cluster to be 2.6 × 10 7 M , which compares favourably with SUCD1's
